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Abstract. In this paper, we obtain some properties of miniinjective rings and consider
the Faith's open problem: Is a semiprimary right self-injective ring quasi-Probenius?.
We study this question by examining rings with a very weak self-injectivity hypothesis.
The main result is that a semiperfect, right and left miniinjective ring with essential
right socle such that R has ACC on right annihilators is quasi-Frobenius. This result
is related to the results of Harada, Nicholson and Yousif.
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1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, R is an associative ring with identity 1 7̂  0 and all
modules considered are unitary modules. We write MR (resp. RM) to denote
that M is a right (resp. left) i?-module. The category of right (resp. left) R-
module is denoted by Mod-R (resp. i?-Mod). Unless otherwise mentioned, by'a
module we will mean a right Ti-module.

We recall some concepts and notations will be used in this paper. Let M be
an i?-module, we denote the Jacobson radical of M (resp. injective envelope, sin-
gular submodule and socle) of M by Rad(M) (resp. E{M), Z{M) and Soc(M)).
When M = RR, we write Rad(i?fl) - J{- Rad{RR)). If A is a submodule of M
(resp. proper submodule), we denote by ^ < M (resp. A < M). Moreover, we
write A <" M to denote that A is an essential submodule of M. The right and
left annihilators of a subset X of a ring R are denoted by r{X) and 1{X), respec-
tively. A module M is called uniform if M 7̂  0 and every non-zero submodule
of M is essential in M. A model M is said to have a finite Goldie dimension n
(finite uniform dimension) if there is a direct sum of n uniform submodules of M
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which is essential in M, or equivalently, there is a monomorphism from a direct
sum of n uniform submodules of M to M such that its image is essential in M.
We write udim(M) = n and call udim(M) to be finite Goldie dimension of M.
A ring R is called quasi-Probenius if it is left and right artinian and left and right
self-injective; or equivalently, if R has the ACC on right or left annihilators and
is right or left self-injective.

We will consider a generalization of the concept of injectivity. Let M be an
ii-module and I a right ideal of R. We take an i?-homomorphism / of / to M.
Consider the following diagram.

0 - ^ / -Uii

M

If there exists h € HomR{R, M) for every minimal right ideal I in R and
any / e HomR{I,M), then we say that M is miniinjective; or equivalently,
f = m.is left multiplication by some element m of M. A ring R is called right
miniinjective if RR is miniinjective. These rings were first introduced by Harada
[4]. Concepts which are unnotified by "right" or "left" mean that both sides are
satisfied (e.g. R is miniinjective means RR and RR are miniijective).

For the concepts and results are not shown in this paper, we will refer to
Anderson and Fuller [1], Wisbauer [13].

In [4], many results of miniinjective one-sided artinian rings were obtained.
He also gave a characterization of quasi-Frobenius rings in terms of miniinjectiv-
ity over a QF-2 two-sided artinian ring. In [9] and [11], some properties of mini-
injective were extended. In this paper, we continue to obtain some properties of
miniinjective rings. Moreover, we obtain a characterization of a quasi-Frobenius
rings via a semiperfect, miniinjective ring with the essential socles. This result
is related to Harada's, Nicholson's and Yousif's.

2. Results

The following well-known results will be used in our investigation.

Lemma 1. [8, Lemma 3.6] Let R be a semiprimary ring such that R has ACC
on right annihilators and R satisfies the following conditions:

(i) SociRR) < SOC{RR);

(ii) fl(S'oc(fli?)) is finitely generated.
Then R is left artinian.

Lemma 2. [6, Lemma 1.1] The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R.
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(i) R is Tight mininjective.
(ii) If kR is simple, k & R, then lr{k) = Rk.

(iii) If kR is simple and r{k) < r{a), k,r & R, then Ra < Rk''.
(iv) If kR is simple and 7 : kR —> R is R-homomorphism, then ^{k) € Rk.

Let Rhe a semiperfect ring. Then there exists {5i}"=i - a complete set of
orthogonal primitive idempotents in R such that 1 = XliLi^^- ^^ ^̂ ^̂  paper,
i? is a semiperfect ring and ê  is a primitive idempotent of R. We will mean
6i S {ft}^=i- ^ "'^g -R is ŝ i<i to be right QF-2 if i? is a direct sum of uniform
right ideals. But in [4], Harada has defined that a right artinian R is right QF-2
if Soc(ei-R) is minimal for every ej £ {gj]- Now we prove the equivalence of the
above definitions for a semiperfect ring has the essential socle.

Lemma 3. Let R be a semiperfect ring such that SOC(RR) is essential in RR.

Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) R is a right QF-2 ring.

(ii) Soc(eiR) is a minimal right ideal for every ei G {gj}-

Proof. The necessity is easy. Conversely, since R is semiperfect ring, there exitsts
{9i}i=i - ^ complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in R. Let U, V be
non-zero submodules of eiR, ei € {5j}"=i such that U DV = 0. Without loss
of generality, we can suppose that U ®V <^ eiR. Since Soc(eii?) is simple, it
implies that Soc{eiR) < U OT Soc{eiR) < V. Since SOC{RR) <" RR, it follows
that Soc(eii?) <" eiR. If Soc(eii?) < C/, then Soc(eii?)ny = 0. This contradicts
to the fact that Soc(eii?) <'' eiR. The case of Soc(eji?) < y is similar. •

The following results have been proved by Harada [4] for left (right) artinian
rings. Now we prove these results for perfect or semiperfect rings.

Lemma 4. Let e\, e2 be primitive idempotents of right mininjective ring such that
eie2 = e2ei = 0 and I\,l2 are simple submodules of e\R,e2R (resp.) satisfies
7i ~ I2. Then there exists x € eiRe2,y G e2Rei such that h = xl2,l2 = vh-

Proof. Let t : Ii ^ I2 and /i = eiR. Since ii is a right mininjective ring, we
have the following commutative diagram

0 -^ h ^
U

I2

This means that there exists / such that fix = i2t. Now, put /(ei) =
e R. Then /(ei) = e22;ei. Hence I2 = fi\{h) = e2xeili = yli,y =
G e2Rei. Similarly, we have Ii = zl2,z = eifce2 S eiRe2. •
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Lenmia 5. Let R be a semiperfect ring and M a right R-m,odule. Then M is
mininjective if and only if for any minimal right ideal of eiR and homomorphism
f : I —* M, f can be lifted to a homomorphism 9 : eiR —> M, ei € {ffj}'Li-

Proof. The proof is similar to that of [4, Theorem 2]. - •

A ring R is called right pseudo-Frobenius ring (briefiy, a right PF-ring) if RR
is an injective cogenerator in Mod-i?, or equivalently, if R is semiperfect, right
self-injective and has essential right socle. Next, we consider the properties of
mininjective rings which are semiperfect or semiprimary. For convenience, we call
a ring R right SME if it is semiperfect, right miniinjective and Soc{Rn) <J' RR.
It is easy to see that

right PF = > right SME.

Proposition 6. Let R be a right mininjective ring. Then the following statements
hold:

(i) If R is semiperfect ring and e\R is not isomorphic to e2-R, then no simple
submodule in e\R is isomorphic to any simple one in e2R, where ei, e2 are
primitive idempotents of R.

(ii) If R is semiprimary ring with J'^ ^ Q and J''+^ = 0, then Soc(eiR) = eiJ''
and every simple submodule in eR is isomorphic to one another, where e
is a primitive idempotent of R.

(iii) If R is semiprimary ring with j ' ' j^ 0 and j ' ' " * " ^ = 0, then 1{J) < r{J) and
J < Z{RR).

Proof. The proof is similar to that of [4, Theorem 5]. •

Corollary 7. Let R be a right SME ring such that Soc(eiR) is minimal right ideal
for every ei e {5j}"=i. Then R is a QF-2 ring.

Proof. Straightforward. •

Now, applying Lemma 1 we can extend the result in [3].

Theorem 8. Let R be a right artinian ring. Then, the following assertions are
equivalent:

(i) R is a quasi-Frobenius nng.
(ii) (a) R is a QF-2 ring.

(b SOC(RR) < SociRR).
(iii) (a) Soc(eR) is a minimal right ideal and Soc(Re) is a minimal left ideal

for every local idempotent e £ R.
(b) SOC(RR) < SOC{RR).

Theorem 9. Let R be a right SME ring. If SOC(RR) has finite Goldie dimension
and R has ACC on right annihilators, then R is left artinian.
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Proof. By [6, Lemma 4.4], R is semiprimary. We know from Proposition 6 that
Soc(i?ij) < SOC{RR). Since RSOC{RR) has finite Coldie dimension, it is a finitely
generated left i?-module. By Lemma 1, i? is left artinian. •

Note 10. The conditions SOC{RR) has finite Coldie dijnension and R has ACC
on right annihilators are necessary. Because in [3] Camillo gave a commutative,
local, semiprimary, mininjective ring with J^ = 0, but R is not artinian.

CoroUary 11. Let R be a right artinian, right minijective ring. If SOC(RR) has
finite Coldie dimension, then R is a left artinian ring.

Proof. Since R is right artinian, R is right and left perfect. Hence i? is a right
SME ring. By Theorem 9, R is left artinian. •

In [6], Nicholson and Yousif call a ring R right min-PF if ii is a right SME
ring such that lr{K) = K for every simple left ideal K < Re, where ê  = e is
local. They proved that a right min-PF ring with ACC on right annihilators is
left artinian. From this they obtained that a min-PF ring with ACC on right
annihilators is quasi-Frobenius. We also obtain:

Theorem 12. Let R be a ring. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
(ii) R is right SME, left seft mininjective ring with A CC on right annihilators.

Proof. The necessity is easy. Conversely, by [6, Corollaries 3.9 and 3.10], Soc{Re)
and Soc{eR) are simple for every local idempotent e of i? and SOC{RR) —
SOC{RR) = S have finite right and left Coldie dimension. By Theorem 9, it
follows that R is left artinian. Thus i? is a quasi-Frobenius ring by Theorem 8.

From the above theorem, we also derive the following result of Nicholson and
Yousif [6, Corollary 4.8] as our Corollary.

Corollary 13. A right artinian ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if R is
miniinjective.
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